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5 things that you should know

1- 

2- 

3- 

4- 

5- 

The selected hotels are among the most fascinating ones and BLACK 
360º knows them perfectly well. 

BLACK 360° will accompany you throughout the whole journey with 
its 24/7 service.

The selected hotels already know almost everything about you. They 
are looking forward to welcoming you and being at your service. 

Your visits will be exclusive and carefully selected. Would you like 
something more special?  If you wish to have more privacy, please let 
us know. 

BLACK 360º has designed this exclusive program for you, basing it 
on an “in-crescendo” emotions strategy.  
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Private experience for Mr. ....

FACT SHEET

VENICE, FLORENCE, NICE & PARIS 360° 

Dates: 04 - 22 August 2014 
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05/08/2014: Venice 

Breakfast at the hotel. 

Walking city tour with private guide.  

Walking tour is an absolute must if you're a first-time visitor to Venice! You'll visit famous 
highlights such as Santa Maria Formosa, Marco Polo's House and Rialto Bridge through 
narrow passageways and alleys in the city. 

Evening at leisure. 

Accommodation at the chosen hotel. 
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EXPERIENCE PROGRAM
04/08/2014: Venice 
Arrival to Venice. 

Private transfer from airport to the hotel by boat. 

Check-in at the hotel. 

Evening at leisure. 

Accommodation at the chosen hotel. 

We recommend one of the following hotels: 
Hotel Danieli: http://danieli.hotelinvenice.com/ 
Hotel The Bauers Venezia: http://www.bauervenezia.com/location  
Hotel Boscolo Venezia: http://venezia.boscolohotels.com/ 
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http://danieli.hotelinvenice.com
http://www.bauervenezia.com/location
http://www.bauervenezia.com/location


07/08/2014: Venice 

Breakfast at the hotel. 

Private transfer in boat for a half day city tour and visit of Piazaa San Marco with a guide. 
Best part of visiting Venice is the boat trip. You will be taken in a boat through the city and 
will visit Piazza San Marco, often known in English as St Mark's Square, is the principal public 
square of Venice. 

Evening at leisure. 

Accommodation at the chosen hotel. 
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EXPERIENCE PROGRAM
06/08/2014: Venice - Islands Murano, Bruno & Torcello 
Breakfast at the hotel. 

Private transfer in boat for visiting Murano, Burano and Torcello Isands with a guide. 
Murano is a series of islands linked by bridges in the Venetian Lagoon, northern Italy. Murano 
island is famous for its glass making, particularly lampworking, Bruno is famous for its tasty 
food where you will have your lunch and Torcello is a the best place to see other Venecian 
handicrafts where you can buy some souveniers for your important ones.  

Accommodation at the chosen hotel. 
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09/08/2014: Florence 

Breakfast at the hotel. 

Private transfer in minivan for a half day city tour with a guide. 
Though surprisingly small, Florence is laden with cultural attractions and charm. Medieval 
streets evoke a thousand tales, and museums and churches safeguard the world’s greatest 
repository of Renaissance art. Nearby destinations including Siena, Pisa, Chianti, San 
Gimignano are similarly alluring, and are easily visited on day trips. 

Private transfer in minivan for visit of The Uffizi Gallery with a guide. 

Accommodation at the chosen hotel. 
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EXPERIENCE PROGRAM
08/08/2014: Venice - Florence 
Breakfast at the hotel. 

Private transfer from the hotel by boat to the train station. 

Train Venice - Florence. 

Private transfer in minivan from the train station to the hotel. 

Check-in at the hotel. 

Evening at leisure. 

Accommodation at the chosen hotel. 

We recommend one of the following hotels: 
Hotel Lungarno Suite: http://www.lungarnocollection.com/en/the-collection/florence/portrait-
firenze/ 
Hotel Golden Tower: http://www.goldentowerhotel.it/en/ 
Hotel La Vedetta: http://www.villalavedettahotel.com/en 
Hotel Savoy Rocco Forte: https://www.roccofortehotels.com/hotels-and-resorts/hotel-savoy/ 
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http://www.bauervenezia.com/location
http://www.bauervenezia.com/location
http://www.bauervenezia.com/location
http://www.bauervenezia.com/location


11/08/2014: Florence - Modena 
Breakfast at the hotel. 

Private transfer in minivan for a full day tour of Modena with a guide. Additioanlly, you will 
visit Maserati factory to see the origins of the Italian company. Your tour wil end in a local 
factory where you will taste fresh Italian Balsamic vinegar. 
. 
Optional: visit of Parmareggio, the famous Parmesan cheese producer and home of Topolini 
animation characters!! 

Accommodation at the chosen hotel. 
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EXPERIENCE PROGRAM
10/08/2014: Florence - Siena & San Gimignano 

Breakfast at the hotel. 

Private transfer in minivan for a full day tour of Siena and San Gimineano with a guide. 
Siena is likely Italy's loveliest medieval city. Siena's heart is its central piazza known as Il 
Campo, known worldwide for the famous Palio run here, a horse race run around the piazza 
two times every summer.  
Movie audiences worldwide can see Siena and the Palio in the James Bond movie, Quantum of 
Solace. 
The historic centre of Siena has been declared by UNESCO a World Heritage Site.  
Optional: visit of Sapori factory that produces famous “Panforte de Sierna” sweets. 

San Gimignano is a small walled medieval hill town in the province of Siena, Tuscany. Known 
as the Town of Fine Towers, San Gimignano is famous for its medieval architecture, unique in 
the preservation of about a dozen of its tower houses which, with its hilltop setting and 
encircling walls form an unforgettable skyline. 

Accommodation at the chosen hotel. 
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13/08/2014: Florence - Nice 

Breakfast at the hotel. 

Private transfer in minivan from the hotel to the Airport. 

Flight Florence - Nice. 

Private transfer in minivan from the Airport to the hotel. 

Check-in at the hotel. 

Evening at leisure. 

Accommodation at the chosen hotel. 

We recommend one of the following hotels: 
Hotel Boscolo Exedra Nice: http://nice.boscolohotels.com/ 
Hotel Le Negresco: http://www.hotel-negresco-nice.com/en/ 
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EXPERIENCE PROGRAM

VENICE, FLORENCE, NICE & PARIS 360°

12/08/2014: Florence - Pisa & Chianti 
Breakfast at the hotel. 

Private transfer in a minivan for a full day tour of Pisa & visit of Chianti region with a guide. 
The world-famous Leaning Tower is just one of many noteworthy sights in this compact and 
compelling city. 

Optional: Lunch in a vineyard in Chianti region. 

Accommodation at the chosen hotel. 

http://www.bauervenezia.com/location
http://www.bauervenezia.com/location


15/08/2014: Nice 

Breakfast at the hotel. 

Day at leisure as it is Bank Holiday. 

Accommodation at the chosen hotel. 
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EXPERIENCE PROGRAM
14/08/2014: Nice - Eze Village 
Breakfast at the hotel. 

Private transfer in minivan for a half day tour of Nice with a guide. 
With its unusual mix of real-city grit, old-world opulence and exceptional location, Nice’s 
appeal is universal. Everyone will love sitting at a cafe on cours Saleya in Vieux Nice or a 
bench on the legendary Promenade des Anglais for an epic sunset. Eating options are some of 
the best you’ll find in France, the nightlife is buzzing and the art scene thriving. 

Private transfer in a minivan for visit of Eze village with a guide. 
Eze is a medieval village perched like an eagles nest on a narrow rocky peak overlooking the 
Mediterranean sea. The ancient fortified village is still crowned with the ruins of its 12th-
century fortified castle, sitting on a narrow rocky peak. The castle grounds host the well-
known Jardin Exotique, and from the top (429 m) you'll have an good view of the coast. 

Accommodation at the chosen hotel. 
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17/08/2014: Nice - Cannes & Saint- Tropez 

Breakfast at the hotel. 

Private transfer in minivan for a full day tour of Cannes & Saint- Tropez  with a guide. 
Enjoy walking among the couture shops and palaces of La Croisette. There is as much wealth 
and glamour as ever. Admiring Ferraris and Porsches and celebrity spotting on the liner-sized 
yachts are still favourite Cannes pastimes: The era of Brigitte Bardot, Allain Delon, ... 

Accommodation at the chosen hotel. 
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EXPERIENCE PROGRAM
16/08/2014: Nice - Monte Carlo 
Breakfast at the hotel. 

Private transfer in minivan for a full day tour of Monte Carlo with a guide. 
Monte Carlo is situated on a prominent escarpment at the base of the Maritime Alps along the 
French Riviera.  
You will visit The Prince's Palace of Monaco, the official residence of the Prince built in 1191 
as a Genoese fortress. Since the end of the 13th century, it has been home of the Grimaldi 
family.  
Near the western end of the quarter is the world-famous Place du Casino, the gambling center 
which has made Monte Carlo "an international byword for the extravagant display and 
reckless dispersal of wealth". It is also the location of the Hôtel de Paris, the Café de Paris, 
and the Salle Garnier (the casino theatre which is the home of the Opéra de Monte-Carlo). 

Accommodation at the chosen hotel. 
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19/08/2014: Paris 

Breakfast at the hotel. 

Paris city tour in minivan and cruise on the Seine river and visit of the Eiffel Tower with a 
priavte guide (cruise on the river is not in exclusivity). 

A cruise on the beautiful river Seine shows you the wonderful architecture of the historical 
monuments and lined boulevards from a new perspective. The cruise ends at the Eiffel Tower. 
Later, a pre-booked, skip-the-line ticket grants priority access to the Eiffel Tower elevator, so 
you'll go straight up to the second level after learning about the building's fascinating history. 
After Ifel tower, you will visit one of the most famous cathedrals in the world, the Notre-
Dame. The Gothic masterpiece is located on the Île de la Cité, a small island in the heart of the 
city. 

Visit of The Louvre Museum (driver & guide is the same person). 
The Louvre, originally a royal palace and now one of the world's most famous museums, is a 
must-visit for anyone with a slight interest in art. Some of the museum's most celebrated 
works of art include the Mona Lisa and the Venus of Milo. 

Accommodation at the chosen hotel. 
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EXPERIENCE PROGRAM
18/08/2014: Nice - Paris 
Breakfast at the hotel. 

Private transfer in minivan from the hotel to the Airport. 

Flight Nice - Paris. 

Private transfer in minivan from the Airport to the hotel. 

Check-in at the hotel. 

Paris gastronomical (Chocolate and Pastry) tour in minivan with special gastronomy guide 
(driver & guide is the same person). Paris is famous for its dark chocolate and pastries. The 
tour includes visit of famous pastry and chocolate shops of Paris.  

Accommodation at the chosen hotel. 

We recommend one of the following hotels: 
Hotel Le Meurice: http://www.dorchestercollection.com/en/paris/le-meurice 
Hotel Shangri-La: http://www.shangri-la.com/paris/shangrila/ 
Hôtel George V: http://www.fourseasons.com/paris/ 
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http://www.aviewoncities.com/paris/iledelacite.htm
http://www.bauervenezia.com/location
http://www.bauervenezia.com/location
http://www.bauervenezia.com/location


21/08/2014: Paris - Champagne Region 

Breakfast at the hotel. 

Private transfer in minivan for a full day tour of Champagne region  and visit of vineyards with 
a guide (driver & guide is the same person). 

Optional: lunch in a vineyard in Champagne region. 

Accommodation at the chosen hotel. 
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EXPERIENCE PROGRAM
20/08/2014: Paris - Palace of Versailles 
Breakfast at the hotel. 

Private transfer in minivan for a half day tour of Palace of Versailles (driver & guide is the same 
person). 

Your time in Paris is not complete without a visit to the world-renowned Palace of Versailles 
(Château de Versailles). This impressive estate, built by Louis XIV as a symbol of absolute 
monarchy, boasts extravagant facades, elaborate furnishings and the magnificent Gardens of 
Versailles (Jardins de Versailles).  

Optional:visit of the Les Catacombes (driver & guide is the same person). 

The Catacombs of Paris are underground ossuaries located south of the former city gate (the 
"Barrière d'Enfer" at today's Place Denfert-Rochereau). The ossuaries holds the remains of 
about six million people and fills a renovated section of caverns and tunnels that are the 
remains of Paris's stone mines. 

Accommodation at the chosen hotel. 
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EXPERIENCE PROGRAM
22/08/2014: Paris  
Breakfast at the hotel. 

Private transfer from the hotel to the Airport. 

Departure flight. 
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